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Abstract
This wort !()CUses on imernal gll1J' In'el based
n'D/lIation of image registrO/ion results. The
1II0timiiOll is to prO\"ide all approach for self
diagnosis in the scope of 0 paliem alignmem syslem
Ix.sed all rigid registration of real and recollslmcted
X-~v images. As 01/ alilamOlic syslem should pral'ide
expressil'e indicalors for Ihe correclness 0/ Ihe
all/come. we propose a melhod 10 eslimate Ihe
probabi/iry for Ihe resulting lrans/ormalio/IS 10 lie
"'ilhill a prer.lejiue(J window 0/ acceptable I·a/ues.
Hased pI/rid)' on ill/oge gray I'D/lit'S. Ihe opproach is
illdepelldem from prel'ialls kuau'ledge ahow Ihe
images. By registralian ofcarrespoudillgfragmems of
hOlh il//ages we generale redl/ndancy and define Ihe
prolxlbi/ity (Jellsity of Ihe resulting IransformOlians.
n,l' proposed /IIelhod is lested comparil1g (ligiwl
reCOllSlrl/c/(xl radiographs (DRRs) 10 X-ray images.
IJ)' imroducil/g geomelric alld radiomelric delliatiollS
we sholl' Ihal a reliab/e selj-<liagnosis is possible.

I. Introduction
Algorithms for imagc regislration han: Ix.-cn a
mailer of intensivc research over the past few years
and arc used in a largc range of applications. In many
cases. if imagcs from diffcrem sourccs are to be
registered. feature based algorithms can hardly be used
to find the transfonnation between the images.
Therefore gray levcl based approaches as Mutual
Information (MI) are widely spread. Their advanlage is
that they do not depend on detection of corresponding
image fcatul'C$ and are applicable to a variety of image
modalitics. A major dra\1oi>ack is that the image
similarity measure maximized by rcgistrntion depends
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on image properties II J and a reliable el'3ll13tion ofthe
quality of the result is not possible by means of the
similarity measure.
The motivation for our IIpproach is lin appliclltion
"'--sided in image guided radiotherapy (IGRn. Particle
beam therapy allows accuratc application of lhe
radiation dose ooto lhe diseased tissue with accuracy
less than 1.0 mm and efforts accurate patient alignmcnt
(2). lmagc guided approaches allow automatic
alignmcnt of patients by comparison of digital
rJdiogrJphs (DRs) and DRRs. The DRRs arc
reconstructed from cr data and rigid registration of
DRRs with DRs gives the alignment error of the
patient in image space, which can be back-projectcd
into 3D space to realign the paticnt [3, 4J. Howcvcr. an
automatic system should provide the user with
meaningful valucs indicating the reliability and
accuracy of the obtained results. This can be referred
to as self.<Jiagnosis 151.
The crucial faclOr for the alignmCtlI proccss is the
automalic image registration part. Thus. we focus on
thc registration ".'sult and propose a general approach
for internal evaluation of multi-modal image
registration. which could also be deployed in the scope
ofolhcr registration applications.

2. Relaled Work
Many suggc..'Stions havc been made for external
evalulllion of registrations. E.g. in [6J a method is
proposed to evaluate different image registration
methods based on previously kno\1011 displacements.
Unfortunately thCS(: methods are not applicable hcre_
as they assumc that the real misalignmenl of the
imaged objcct is known in advance - thus it is an
exlcmal evalualion.

There are also a couple of publications dedicated to
the problem of internal evaluation of image matching
or intcrpretation results. In 171 a self-diagnosis method
is proposed for detcction of roads in aerial images.
Assuming, that if somc content of corresponding
imagt:S can IJt: illtcrprctL-d. it should certainly be
possible to lind a transformation to match these. Thc
proposed method is based on an underlying model
combining simple image features to objccts of higher
order. It is possible to definc semantic and geometric
properties that hold with all images. This approach is
hardly applicable for medical images gained from
dliTerent sourees. for different hody parts and varying
viewing angles, especial1y in our case .....here X-ray
imagcs arc used, not showing a solid surfacc of an
object butthc line integral of rays.
The work of J 8] focuses on a neural network
technique to analyze the registration quality for rigid
registration using stochastic moments of the image
histograms. However. neural networks come with
significant drawbacks. Thcy must be trained with
respective input data. In case of the proposed method.
only DRs of the head and neck area were used.
Another problem of neural nets is. that it is hard to
derive meaningful values from the results. e.g. if the
net assigns some quality value to a registration, the
major questions remain: 1·low accurate was the
registration. and with what probability?
In our approach we produce redundant image
registration TCSults and interpret these statistically to
derive the probability with which the registration result
lies in a predefined window of tolerated error.

3. Methods
There are two possibilities to pcrfonn an internal
evaluation: a) by llsing additional information. not
involved in the registration process or b) by using
redundant information. In our case .....e are not provided
with any additional information but the image data
itself. Thus we usc redundant registration results for
the evaluation.
The approach can be described in three parts. First
two registered images are subdivided into single
fragments. which are registered independently. Then
the relative histograms are built from the resulting
trallsfommtions and outliers are suppressed. In the last
step. the histograms are combined to a single ndimensional probability density function (pdf) where n
denotes the number of histograms or degrees of
freedom. given from the registration. From the pdf the
probability to fall in the range of a tolerated
displacement is computed.
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Figure 1. Images of a head phantom a) DR; b)
ORR; c) DR overlaid with contours from ORR,
displaced by 4.0 mm; d) 8x8 fragments for
registration; e) Displacement along image Xaxis for single fragments after registration

3.1. I-tegistration offragmenled images
First the registered images are divided into 8x8
pairs of rectangular fmgmcnts. We usc this number
dependent on the ORR image resolution of 512x512
pixels, assuming that a total number of 64x64 pixels in
one fragment should be enough to perform a
registmtion (Fig. 13-<:1).
Each fragment pair contains a region of the
reference image (A = X-ray) and tnc floating image (B
= ORR). If the images are registered properly no
transformational offset can be found and the
transformation T. mapping one fragment to allOt her, is
the identity matrix. The single regions arc registered
using MI as similarity measure [IJ. computed by
equation 1. where I1(A) and I1(B) denote the entropies
of the respective image-fragments and H(A. TH) is the
joint entropy:

Mf(A,B,T) = fI(A)+ fI(B)- fI(A,T' B)

(1)

Wc registcr the images by minimization of the
negative Ml. [n our casc the transformation T defines
three degrees of freedom (x-shifi IX. y-shifi Iy and
image plane rotation r::). This is because the final
evaluation result sllall take these degrees of frccuolT1
into account. Ife.g. an additional scaling octween the
images has to be evaluated. one could simply add this
degree of freedom to the single rcgiSlr.;ltions_
Minimization is done by a Downhill Simplex
(OI'IS) approach as described in 191. To avoid getting

stuck in local minima of the MI function the DHS
optimizer is modified. When a minimum is found the
algorithm is repeated, starting from the optimized
transfonnation values with an enlarged simplex. This is
done until no smaller negative MI value can be found.
This approach e<lll Ix: consiut:n:u a mixtun: of
Downhill Simplex and Simulated Annealing [9].
Finally the three transfonnation values for each
fragment are obtained. They may vary for each
fragment duc to thc different appearance ofthc images
(Fig. Ic). The single components of thc frngmcnt
transfonlmtions are stored as n·vcctors tx•• /}'. and rz•.
Some fragments cannot be registered because they are
defined in image regions that do not overlap. So n
denotes the number of successful registrations with It ::::

Number ofFragmellls.

3.2. Relath'e Histograms of Transformations
For each degree of freedom from the registration. a
relative histogram (hI:<' hly and hr=) is built. giving the
probability for the occurrence of a ccrtain
transfonnation. The histogram bin size is 0.5 pixels for
the shifts. This is the expected rounding error when
computing thc trnns[ations. as ncarest neighbor
interpolation is uscd in the registration. For the
rotation histogram we usc O. [0 bins.

To finally smooth tnc histograms the
Window technique is used POl The Panen
function is the pdf for nOn1ml distributed
values. For each histogram entry a smoothed
estimated by equation 2:

1'(1) = -'-

Parzen
window
random
value is

I-'_,,i1.. (I,2a- :'1 J

(2)

n I_I 2JCa

Where It is the number of single probabilities and
is set to the size or the histogram bin. The smoothed
result can be seen in figure 2b.

3.3. ["aluation of the Histograms
The last step is to combine the histograms to obtain
a single value that can be used as quality indicator for
the registration. Given the pdfs or the histograms the
expected value. the variancc and the co-variances are
computed ror each histogram and therewith ror every
trnnsfonnation type.
For the possiblc transfonnation types IX. t)' and rz
we detennine the 3 x 3 co-variance matrix and define a
multivariate pdf/, in three dimensions by

f,=

I

2JC· ,l ..JdetC

"J_-'-(I_P)'C-'(I_P»)
~ 2

(l)

Where 1/ is the number of parameters to evaluate
(here 3). I is a 3·vector containing three specific
transronnations and is the 3·vector or the expected
values. One can now define a range or accepted
parameters. e.g. TX ~ ±lJ.5 1/11/1. TY = ±lJ.5 /1//1/ and HZ
= *0.5°. From the pdf in equation 3 the probability for
which the registration result lies inside the given mnge
is detenninc<l by integration over the parameters I:
.Ix.n.u

p(rX,TY,RZ}= f f ff(lx,ty,~}ir.d"d.

(4)

_IX _fl"_1IZ

We finally obtain the probability P as single value
indicating the quality of a registration result.

Figure 2. a) Relative histogram of the x·
translations, 4 mm image misalignment; b)
Outliers removed and curve smoothed

4. Results

If the images differ in their appearance. the
histogmms can contain outliers with low probability
(sec Fig. 2a). The median of the probabilities is used to
remove these. Large probabilities are preserved by
using the fraction of k = 0.25. For transfonnations
having a probability P(IJ < P-.I",. the probability is
set to P(lJ - O. The histogram is rescaled so that the
sum of probabilities is still /. Obviously erroneous
transfonnations resulting from improper registration of
the image fragments can be removed a priory by this
process.

For tests DR images acquired by Varian 4030R !lat
panels with 2304x3200 pixels resolution and DRRs
with 512x512 resolution of two Alderson head
phantoms and a pelvis phantom are used. The CT data
ror DRR reconstruction was recorded with 0.5 mm to
0.8 mm slice distance. Different types or errors were
introduced. as misalignment between images that can
be found by rigid registration, misalignment produced
by 3D rotation of the imaged object and different
degrees or salt and pepper noise. The probability was
computed for a result lying within TX = ±O.5 mm, TY

- :1:0.5 /1//1/ and RZ - :1:0.5°. Erroneous registrations
that can be found by rigid registration could be
identified in all cases. lfa threshold at 4oolo probability
is used for acceptance of the registration results. no
false positives and negatives occur (Fig. 3a).
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5. Conclusion
The proposed methods arc suitable to provide a
quality indicator for registration results in general. Up
to a certain degree of noise or radiometric mismatch
they arc very stable and provide a straightforward
ro~~ihili.y to cla~"ify regi".ration rc"u!t.<;.
We suggest to use a Traffic-light type elassification
\51, e.g. at p:> 700/0 (green - no false positives) and P
< 30% (red - no false negatives). In our case. using the
registration in the scope ofa patient alignment system.
we prefer to directly present the probability to the user.
The system is operated by personal with a technical
background tllld the quality indicator in percent is a
meaningful and easy to interpret value.
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Figure 3. Probabilities a) for erroneous x·
shifts; b) for rotations not detectable in 20; c)
for correctly registered images with salt and
pepper noise; d) for images with significant
radiometric differences
Fig. 3b shows the results for different rotations of
the 3D object that cannot be found by 2D registration.
Considering results below 40% probability as not
accepted. we receive a certain amount of false
positives bl'Cause the images change only slightly with
the 3D rotation (the rotation axis is parallel to the
image plane). However. if we tolerate larger
misalignments (e.g. 1.0°) we could also receive neither
false positives nor false negatives.
We also tested the dependency on different noise
levels in the floating image (Fig. 3c). The images were
correctly registered and should always lie at a high
probability. If results below 40% are rejected. we get
false negatives not before 8oo/a noise, which shows that
the approach is very stable and still reliable at a high
degree of noise.
Using images with significant radiometric
variations coming from differences between the
physical X-ray imaging and the ORR rendering, the
results (sec Fig. 3d) were comparable to those in Fig.
3a. In some cases when the images contained ditTerent
internal structures. the large histogram variance led to
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